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Key figures 

Market cap (USD mn) 1,706 

Market cap (VND bn) 39,005 

Outstanding shares (mn) 323 

52W high/low (VND 1,000) 138.6/96.5 

Average 3M volume (share) 529,971 

Average 3M value (USD mn) 2.57 

Average 3M value (VND bn) 49 

Foreign ownership (%) 49 

State ownership (%) 0 

Management ownership (%) 40 

 

MWG Price & Trading Volume 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Company Snapshot 

MWG- Mobile World Investment Corporation (previously 
known as Mobile World Ltd Co) was founded in March 
2004 with a core focus on selling mobile phones and 
digital products. In Oct 2004, the first shop was 
inaugurated in HCMC and was named 
www.thegioididong.com. By the end of 2009, 38 shops 
were established in HCMC, Hanoi and larger metropolitan 
cities. In 2010-2011, the number of shops had reached 
211 shops, a 6-fold increase from 2009 levels. To 
penetrate the electronics market, MWG opened an 
electronics retail chain under the name Dienmay.com in 
2010. By the end of 2013, MWG had 217 
thegioididong.com shops and 12 dienmay.com shops 

 

 
Raised Outlook on Upbeat 5M18 Results 
What’s new 

MWG announced its results for 5M18 last Friday. Revenue continued to enjoy strong growth of 43% 
YoY (compared to 60% YoY in the first 5 months of 2017) to reach VND 37.08tn mainly thanks to the 
considerable strength of Dienmayxanh stores.  Net profit in 5M2018 surged by 43.9% YoY (much 
higher than the growth of 28% YoY in 5M2017) to reach VND 1.289tn, equivalent to a net profit margin 
of 3.5% (equal to the net profit margin in 5M2017). 

At the end of May 2018, MWG’s total store count increased by 46.4% YoY to reach 2163, increasing by 
166 as compared to the store count at the end of 2017. It is worth noting that from the beginning of 
2018, some Thegioididong stores that met the criteria of traffic, sales and possibility of expansion were 
converted into Dienmayxanh mini stores, resulting in a reduction of Thegioididong stores. 

The MWG’s decision to slow down store expansion from 1000 stores to remain at 500 Bachhoaxanh at 
the end of 2018 and focus on store sales has started to prove its effectiveness. The GPM has increased 
from 12% in 2017 and 14% in 1Q2018 to nearly 16% in May 2018 (after deducting for wastage and 
losses). The improvement in GPM came mainly from lower COGS because of better bargaining power 
for large orders. 

What’s the impact  

We have revised our 2018 forecasts for MWG mainly due to the adjustment of the number of 
Bachhoaxanh stores from 1000 to 500 following guidance from the management. Simultaneously, we 
revise up our forecasts for Dienmayxanh (including Tran Anh) as the growth of Dienmayxanh stores is 
performing beyond our estimates thanks to the high consumption of the CE market, and also due to the 
conversion of some Thegioididong stores to Dienmayxanh mini stores, pushing up the revenue of CE 
chains.  

In sum, we expect total revenue in 2018 to increase by 30.2% YoY to VND 86.35tn (almost equal to 
the 30.3% growth in our previous estimate), and net profit to increase by 34% YoY (compared to the 
19% YoY growth in our previous estimate) to VND 2.956tn, on a lower loss from Bachhoaxanh (VND 
240bn compared to VND 510bn in previous estimate) and higher income from Dienmayxanh, to result in 
a diluted EPS of VND 8,887. 

What we recommend 

Factoring in the offset between the likely results of Dienmayxanh and Bachhoaxanh, our new target price 
for MWG arrives at VND 176,700; almost unchanged from our previous target price of VND 176,300. We 
continued to utilize the sum of the parts method for valuation, with an unchanged PE of 18x for the 
mobile phone and CE segment, and a price/sales ratio multiple of 0.3x for the grocery segment. 

At a price of VND 116,900 MWG is trading at a 2018 forward PE of 13.2x, which we see as quite 
attractive compared to our target price of VND176,700/share for a 51.2% upside potential. 

BUY - 1Y Target Price: VND 176,700 
Current price: VND 116,900 

 

Mobile World Investment Group (MWG: HOSE) 
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MWG announced its 5M18 results last Friday. Here are some highlights: 

Business results grew strongly 

Revenue continued to enjoy strong growth of 43% YoY (compared to 60% YoY in the first 5 months of 2017) 
to reach VND 37.08tn, mainly thanks to the considerable strength of Dienmayxanh stores.  

 In respect of the chain outlets, revenue from Dienmayxanh (including Tran Anh) jumped by 88.1% YoY to 
VND 20.581tn, accounting for 55.5% of total revenue. Revenue from Thegioididong improved a modest 4% 
YoY to VND 15.273tn, accounting for 41.2% of total revenue. Bachhoaxanh revenue rocketed by 301.7% 
YoY to VND 1.201tn, accounting for 3.2% of total revenue.  

 In respect of categories, revenue from mobile phones, tablets, laptops and accessories registered double 
digit growth of 19%, much higher than the 4% growth of the Thegioididong chain as these products were 
sold in all Thegioididong and Dienmayxanh outlets. Revenue from electronics, white goods and small 
appliances grew by about 91% YoY and revenue from fresh foods & FMCG products jumped by 302% YoY.  

 Online revenue displayed an impressive performance with growth of 109.9% YoY to reach VND 4.578tn, 
responsible for 12.3% of total revenue in 5M2018, much higher than the 8.4% proportion of revenue in 
5M2017. 

Therefore, net profit in 5M2018 surged by 43.9% YoY (much higher than the growth of 28% YoY in 5M2017) 
to reach VND 1.289tn, equivalent to a net profit margin of 3.5% (as equal to the net profit margin in 5M2017). 

After five months of operation, MWG had accomplished 42.9% of its net revenue target, 45.8% of its online 
revenue target and 49.5% of its net profit target. 

 

Store count continued to expand, with a primary focus upon Dienmayxanh and 
Bachhoaxanh 

At the end of May 2018, the total store count of MWG increased by 46.4% YoY to reach 2163, increasing by 
166 as compared to the store count at the end of 2017.  

 The Thegioididong store count remained at 1061, down 11 as compared to the store count at the end of 
2017.  

 The Dienmayxanh store count reached 720 (including 35 stores of Tran Anh), up 78 as compared to the 
store count at the end of 2017.  

 The Bachhoaxanh store count reached 372, up 89 as compared to the store count at the end of 2017.  

 The BigPhone store count in Cambodia reached 10 at the end of May 2018.  

It is worth noting that from the beginning of 2018, some Thegioididong stores that met the criteria of traffic, 
sales and possibility of expansion were converted into Dienmayxanh mini stores, resulting in a reduction of 
Thegioididong stores. However, the bright side is that these Dienmayxanh mini stores have doubled their 
previous revenue before the conversion. 
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Bachhoaxanh: Slower to be firmer 

The MWG’s decision to slow down store expansion from 1000 Bachhoaxanh stores and remain at 500 at the 
end of 2018 and focus on store sales has started to prove its effectiveness. Specifically, thanks to an 
optimization of store location (secondary streets instead of deep penetration in residential areas) and new SKUs, 
100% of the newly-opened stores since April 2018 recorded approximately VND 1bn (~US$45,000) in average 
monthly sales, approaching the sales per store target of the company. In total, net revenue from Bachhoaxanh in 
May reached VND 324bn, equivalent to an average sales per store of over VND 800mn (calculated only for 
stores having at least 30 full days of operation), generated from 372 stores located in 20 out of 24 districts of 
Ho Chi Minh City. The GPM has increased from 12% in 2017 and 14% in 1Q2018 to nearly 16% in May 2018 
(after deducting for wastage and losses). The improvement in GPM mainly came from lower COGS because of 
better bargaining power for large orders. 

In terms of operational efficiency, MWG statistics show that the Bachhoaxanh chain served around 4.5mn 
transactions in May 2018, equivalent to 1 successful transaction per 2 minutes (assuming full capacity in 
operating hours from 6:30am to 9:30pm). 

 

We revise up our 2018 estimates thanks to the upbeat 5M18 results 

We have revised our 2018 forecasts for MWG mainly on the adjustment of the number of Bachhoaxanh stores 
from 1000 to 500 following the guidance from the management. Accordingly, we revise downwards the 
expected revenue from Bachhoaxanh by 39% to VND 4.698tn in 2018, accounting for 5.4% of total revenue. 
Simultaneously, we revise upwards our forecast for Dienmayxanh (including Tran Anh) as the growth of 
Dienmayxanh stores is performing beyond our estimates thanks to the high consumption of the CE market, and 
also due to the conversion of some Thegioididong stores to Dienmayxanh mini stores, pushing up the revenue 
of CE chains. Following this adjustment, we estimate revenue from Dienmayxanh (including Tran Anh) to 
increase by 51.7% YoY (compared to 39.3% previously) to VND 45.878tn, accounting for 53.1% of total 
revenue. Meanwhile, we estimate revenue from Thegioididong to increase by 2.8% YoY to VND 35.695tn 
(compared to 4.9% previously), accounting for 41.3% of total revenue. Lastly, we estimate revenue from 
Bigphone to reach VND 78.8bn, unchanged as compared to our previous estimate. In sum, we expect total 
revenue in 2018 to increase by 30.2% YoY to VND 86.35tn (almost equal to our previous estimate of 30.3%) 
and net profit to increase by 34% YoY (compared to our previous estimate of 19% YoY) to VND 2.956tn, 
attributed to a lower loss from Bachhoaxanh (VND 240bn compared to our previous estimate of VND 510bn) 
and higher income from Dienmayxanh, to result in a diluted EPS of VND 8,887. These figures are calculated 
after taking into account the 6.18 mn shares (1.9% of outstanding shares) from the private placement for the 
TAG acquisition as well as the 3% ESOP scheduled for this year.   

 

Valuation  

Factoring in the offset between the likely results of Dienmayxanh and Bachhoaxanh, our new target price for 
MWG arrives at VND 176,700, almost unchanged compared to our previous target price. We continued to utilize 
the sum of the parts method for valuation, with an unchanged PE of 18x for the mobile phone and CE segment, 
and a price/sales ratio multiple of 0.3x for the grocery segment. 

At a price of VND 116,900 MWG is trading at a 2018 forward PE of 13.2x, which we see as quite attractive 
compared to our target price of VND176,700/share for a 51.2% upside potential. 
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APPENDIX: ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

VND Billion 2015 2016 2017 2018F 2019F  
VND Billion 2015 2016 2017 2018F 2019F 

Balance Sheet       Income Statement      
+ Cash 344 997 3,411 6,488 9,815  Net Sales 25,253 44,613 66,340 86,350 101,219 
+ Short-term investments 0 0 0 0 0 

 
COGS -21,330 -37,399 -55,198 -71,473 -83,630 

+ Account receivables 636 1,410 2,775 3,600 4,220 
 Gross Profit 3,922 7,214 11,142 14,878 17,589 

+ Inventories 4,933 9,371 12,050 15,603 18,257 
 

Financial Income 81 135 251 341 443 
+ Other current assets 264 510 628 825 967 

 
Financial Expense -41 -120 -233 -295 -345 

Total Current Assets 6,176 12,288 18,864 26,516 33,258 
 

Income from associates 0 0 0 0 0 
+ LT Receivables 112 180 242 315 369 

 
Selling Expense -2,351 -4,288 -7,017 -9,134 -10,706 

+ Net Fixed Assets 849 2,096 3,464 3,704 3,646  Admin Expense -249 -935 -1,347 -2,072 -2,429 
+ Investment properties 0 0 0 0 0  Income from business operation 1,362 2,007 2,795 3,717 4,552 
+ LT Assets in progress 43 80 25 25 25  Net Other Income 23 -1 14 47 0 
+ LT Investments 0 0 0 0 0  Profit Before Tax 1,386 2,006 2,809 3,764 4,552 
+ Other LT Assets 85 162 219 284 332  Net Income 1,076 1,578 2,207 2,957 3,576 
Total Long-Term Assets 1,089 2,518 3,949 4,328 4,373  NI attributable to shareholders 1,072 1,577 2,206 2,956 3,574 
Total Assets 7,266 14,806 22,813 30,844 37,631 

 
Minority interest 4 1 1 2 2 

+ Current Liabilities 4,782 10,965 15,712 20,347 23,808 
       

In which: ST debt 2,053 4,789 5,604 7,256 8,490 
 

Basic EPS (VND) 7,305 10,246 7,162 8,887 10,433 
+ Non-current Liabilities 0 0 1,192 1,554 1,818 

 
BVPS (VND) 16,922 24,945 18,646 26,878 35,029 

In which: LT debt 0 0 1,192 1,554 1,818 
 

Dividend (VND/share) 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Total Liabilities 4,782 10,965 16,905 21,901 25,626  

EBIT 1,425 2,126 3,037 4,059 4,897 
+ Contributed capital 1,469 1,540 3,170 3,329 3,428  EBITDA 1,622 2,495 3,726 5,319 6,455 
+ Share premium 37 37 37 551 551        
+ Retained earnings 978 2,262 2,699 5,155 8,215  Growth      
+ Other capital/fund 0 3 4 -92 -190  Sales 60.3% 76.7% 48.7% 30.2% 17.2% 
Shareholders' Equity 2,484 3,841 5,909 8,944 12,006  

EBITDA 61.2% 53.9% 49.3% 42.7% 21.4% 
Total Liabilities & Equity 7,266 14,806 22,813 30,844 37,631  

EBIT 60.2% 49.2% 42.9% 33.7% 20.6% 

       
NI 59.7% 46.7% 39.8% 34.0% 20.9% 

Cash Flow       
Equity 68.4% 54.7% 53.8% 51.4% 34.2% 

CF from operating activities -641 -604 2,690 2,486 3,842 
 

Chartered Capital 31.2% 4.8% 105.9% 5.0% 3.0% 
CF from investing activities -658 -1,259 -2,142 -1,500 -1,500 

 
Total assets 113.2% 103.8% 54.1% 35.2% 22.0% 

CF from financing activities 1,430 2,516 1,867 2,091 985 
       

Net increase in cash 131 653 2,414 3,077 3,327  Valuation      
Beginning cash 213 344 997 3,411 6,488  P/E 10.8 15.3 18.3 13.2 11.2 
Ending cash 344 997 3,411 6,488 9,815  

P/B 4.7 6.3 7.0 4.3 3.3 

       P/Sales 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 
Liquidity Ratios       

Dividend yield 1.9% 1.0% 1.1% 1.3% 1.3% 
Current ratio 1.29 1.12 1.20 1.30 1.40  EV/EBITDA 8.2 11.2 12.0 7.7 6.4 
Acid-test ratio 0.20 0.22 0.39 0.50 0.59  EV/Sales 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.4 
Cash ratio 0.07 0.09 0.22 0.32 0.41 

       
Net debt / EBITDA 0.65 1.10 0.96 0.54 0.22 

 Profitability Ratios      
Interest coverage 36.63 17.77 13.36 13.77 14.20 

 
Gross Margin 15.5% 16.2% 16.8% 17.2% 17.4% 

Days of receivables 0.9 1.3 4.6 7.0 7.3 
 

Operating Margin 5.5% 4.8% 4.5% 4.6% 4.7% 
Days of payables 25.3 32.5 39.9 43.2 45.2 

 
Net Margin 4.3% 3.5% 3.3% 3.4% 3.5% 

Days of inventory 61.0 69.8 70.8 70.6 73.9  Selling exp./Net sales 9.3% 9.6% 10.6% 10.6% 10.6% 

       Admin exp./Net sales 1.0% 2.1% 2.0% 2.4% 2.4% 
Capital Structure       ROE 54.4% 49.9% 45.3% 39.8% 34.1% 
Equity/Total asset 0.34 0.26 0.26 0.29 0.32  ROA 20.2% 14.3% 11.7% 11.0% 10.4% 
Liabilities/Total Assets 0.66 0.74 0.74 0.71 0.68  ROIC 33.4% 25.4% 22.4% 20.9% 19.2% 
Liabilities/Equity 1.93 2.85 2.86 2.45 2.13        
Debt/Equity 0.83 1.25 1.15 0.99 0.86        
ST Debt/Equity 0.83 1.25 0.95 0.81 0.71 

       

Source: Company, SSI forecasts
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1. ANALYST CERTIFICATION 

The research analyst(s) on this report  certifies that (1) the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect his/her/our own personal 

views about the securities and/or the issuers and (2) no part of the research analyst(s)’ compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly 

related to the specific recommendation or views contained in this research report.  

2. RATING 

Within 12-month horizon, SSIResearch rates stocks as either BUY, HOLD or SELL determined by the stock’s expected return relative to the 

market required rate of return, which is 18% (*). A BUY rating is given when the security is expected to deliver absolute returns of 18% or greater. 

A SELL rating is given when the security is expected to deliver returns below or equal to -9%, while a HOLD rating implies returns between -9% 

and 18%. 

Besides, SSIResearch also provides Short-term rating where stock price is expected to rise/reduce within three months because of a stock 

catalyst or event.  Short-term rating may be different from 12-month rating. 

Industry Rating: We provide the analyst’ industry rating as follows: 

 Overweight: The analyst expects the performance of the industry over the next 6-12 months to be attractive vs. the relevant broad market  

 Neutral: The analyst expects the performance of the industry over the next 6-12 months to be in line with the relevant broad market 

 Underweight: The analyst expects the performance of the industry over the next 6-12 months with caution vs. the relevant broad market.   

*The market required rate of return is calculated based on 5-year Vietnam government bond yield and market risk premium derived from using Relative Equity Market 

Standard Deviations method. Our rating bands are subject to changes at the time of any significant changes in the above two constituents. 

3. DISCLAIMER 

The information, statements, forecasts and projections contained herein, including any expression of opinion, are based upon sources believed to 

be reliable but their accuracy completeness or correctness  are not guaranteed. Expressions of opinion herein were arrived at after due and 

careful consideration and they were based upon the best information then known to us, and in our opinion are fair and reasonable in the 

circumstances prevailing at the time, and no unpublished price sensitive information would be included in the report. Expressions of opinion 

contained herein are subject to change without notice. This document is not, and should not be construed as, an offer or the solicitation of an 

offer to buy or sell any securities. This report also does not recommend to U.S. recipients the use of SSI to effect trades in any security and is not 

supplied with any understanding that U.S. recipients will direct commission business to SSI. SSI and other companies in the SSI and/or their 

officers, directors and employees may have positions and may affect transactions in securities of companies mentioned herein and may also 

perform or seek to perform investment banking services for these companies.  

This document is for private circulation only and is not for publication in the press or elsewhere. SSI accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct 

or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its content. The use of any information, statements forecasts and projections 

contained herein shall be at the sole discretion and risk of the user. 
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